NAG JAG BAKKIE LIGTE
Not only is it a good idea because of South Africa’s lighting
predicament – but the lighting issue is always important at night
in the bush.

As seen above I have a few connectors for lighting and the 12V holders on the back and sides,
and these LED lights fit right in. I use normal
12V bulbs also, but they pull more power
than LED.

Amazing concept at home, office and
outdoors. Multifunctional Bulb.
I spend a lot of time at night on farms
and packing up, having coffee between
stands or just when light is needed these
are amazing items that make a
difference, I have them on the bakkie and
also inside the bakkie to give good light.

They have a few settings and after
use they are charged in the wall
electricity at home, I have a few in
my home and they are on
permanently so, when the power
goes out they switch on
automatically, then when the power
resumes they charge again.

It can be used as a torch by
pulling out the stem or not,
has a setting to put it OFF so
when you store it - it can be
stored on full charge, and
also it has a remote control
so if you install it in the
ceiling light sockets and you
are too short to reach up, a
remote can switch them on
and off.
Photos show the stem pulled out or inside the unit, nice for use as a torch as well,
simple to operate.
If you are interested in such lights contact this company, nice people to deal with.
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